ReSource
Fitzwilliam Museum Y.P Art programme
13 - 18 years Develop your own ideas & projects in our art studio with guest artists each month.

Saturday 24 September 11:00 - 13:00
Big Bronze
Inspired by Henry Moore’s bronze sculpture *Hill Arches* on the Museum Lawn learn how sculptors make drawings and models. Make your own sculptures with artist Susie Olczak.

Saturday 15 October 11:00 - 13:00
Glittering Gold
Celebrate *COLOUR* and make your own paints in egg tempera and use gold leaf to create an illuminated manuscript inspired page with artist Lara Jones.

Saturday 12 November 11:00 - 13:00
Shimmering Steel
Join armour experts and learn about the life of knights, try on replica armour and design your own with artist Jason Ions.

*Part of Arms & Armour with Cambridge History For Schools*

Saturday 17 December 11:00 - 13:00
Metal Mind
Imagination & the mind are the inspiration for *Realisation* print exhibition. Create your own imaginative intaglio prints using gold and silver embellishments with artist Lucy Mazur.

£5 per session

Booking email: education@fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk
tel: 01223 332904